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1INTRODUCTION
Skolem semi-lattices <A,v,o> may be defined as thos"e
which admit a binary operation + (the symmetric pseudo-
complement), whereby x + y is' the smallest element u.
x v U = Y v u. Define x*y = (xvy) + Y. and x·y = (xJl:y)v
(y:tx). One can recover v from +, by: x v y = (x+y) + (x.y).
So the structures .<A,+,v,o> and <A,+,o,o> are equivalent
up to equational translation. We call these structures
Skolem rings.
The lattice of closed sets of a topological space and
the algebra of formulas of intuitionistic propositional
calculus provide the best known examples of Skolem lattices
sA = <A J +,v,I\,o> (see Curry [4], Rasiowa [1.4]). More
natural still is the notion of a Skolem semi-lattice. We
add a further reason for studying these structuresj Theorem
1.1. The semi-lattice s/ = <A,v,o> admits a nice
representation IdtsJ; Cgr~ (Idts4 is the ideal lattice of
sJ., Cgr ~ _is__ the congruence lattice of an algebra !::fJ), just
In case sJ is Skolem. In this case the representation
U + = (U) is given by
representing algebra ~
<A + 0> Here "nl' ce", , v, .
=(U) is just the ideal
x = y(U) .=. x + Y £ U, and the
may be taken as the Skolem ring
means that 1) the class of 0 modulo
U, and 2) :: eU) is a congruence of v.
2The representation problem will be discussed in section 1.
As a bonus to this work an equational axiom system for
Skolem rings is developed and Theorem 1. 2: (Monteiro [9 lJ
the class of all Skolem rings forms a variety. The laws for
semi-lattices plus and the laws x ~ x + 0,
x + y :S (x+z) v (y+z), and ex vy) + y ~ x are an equational
axiom system.
In section 3 we will clarify somewhat the relationship
of Skolem rings to Topology. The semi-lattice of closed
sets of a topological space is easily seen to be Skolem, here
the + operation is obtained by defining A + B as the
closure of the symmetric set difference (A-B) U (B-A). We
will prove in theorem 3.1 that every Skolem ring may be
embedded as a sllbalgebra of the Skolem ring of closed sets
of a topological space. The notion of a regular closed set
has a natural analogue in Skolem rings, that of a regular
element. We have the fOllOWing counterpart to the Topological
resultj theorem 3.2: The regular elements of a Skolem ring
rJ form a subalgebra of sJ and a BOOlean ring.
The remainder of this paper is concerned with the sub-
varie~_y lat~~c_e,_ or dU~)ly the lattice of equational
extensions of Skolem rings. Theorem 4.1 asserts that those
Skolem rings in which the
operation is a meet may be
characterized as subdirect products of chain's. This class
of Skolem rings then forms a subvariety which Whalen and
Nemitz [13 J have shown is characterized by the associative
3law for • x·(y·z) = (x·y)·z. A characterization of the
subdirectly irreducible Skolem rings developed in section 2
is used in theorem 5.1 to show that every finitely generated
Skolem ring is finite. This reSult is in contrast to the
Situation fOT Skolem Lattices. We conclude by shoWing that
the Variety lattice of Skolern rings is completely distributive
(theorem 5.2) and has the power of the continuum (theorem 5.3).
41.1. Discrete Systems
The closely related notions of a closure space, and a
complete lattice ate found throughout mathematics. The two
spaces which most frequently arise are characterized by
their V-bases. Let S be a closure space (complete lattice),
call a E S strongly-v-irreducible if whenever
a E C!{h1,···,bn } (a $' b1v ... vbn),·there is i:5' nand
a E cHbi}(a S b i );· a is called strongly-directed-V_
irreducible (or compact) if whenever a E cIE, B C S (a S VB),
there are b1, ... ,bn E B and a E Cl{b1, .. "bn }
(a 'S bl v . " v bn). Closure spaces and complete lattices
which have V-ba~es of strongly-v-irreducible elements usually
Occur in continuous mathematics and are called topological.
Those which have \I-bases of strongly-directed-v-irreducible
(compact) elements are most often met with in finitary
mathematics, Logic, Geometry, Algebra, etc., and are called
discrete.
As examples of the discrete complete lattices we mention
Cgr 9 (the congruence lattice of the algebra 9), Sba 9 (the
subalgebra lattice of 9). and Idls' (the ideal lattice
of a semi-lattice y4 = <A,v,O». Of course these systems
may equally well be described by closure spaces. In each
case the set of compact elements, Cgro~ J SbaO!l, IdlOsaf J
5may be described as the finitely generated congruences,
5ubalgebras, and ideals respectively.
These examples suggest a number of ways of representing
a discrete complete lattice L, namely:
a) As all closed sets of a discrete space
5'= <S,Cld>: Let S = La = all compact elements of L, for
xes define,
b) As all ideals of a semi-lattice sA= <A,v,O>:
(Nachbin [12]J. Let A = L
O
' let
be the least element in L. Then
t;4 = <A,v,O>.
v be the join in
L ~ Idl sA where
L, 0
cJ As all subalgebras of an algebra ~: (Buehi [3]J.
By Naehbin [12] we may assume L = IdlsJ, sA = <A,v,D> a
semi-lattic~. For a £ A define
if a t x
if a ~ x
Let ~= <A,v,O, ... ,faJ ....>ae:A. Then L;; Sba~.
d) As all congruences of an algebra~: (Gratzer-
Schmidt [6]). This remarkable result involves a rather
intricate construction. We will only mention several
6interesting features of this construction here. Starting
from a semi-lattice ~= <A,v,O> an isomorphism u + = eu)
is constructed which takes sJ onto Cgr05il. The algebra 5iI
is constructed in such a way that CgTO!iJ = Pgr!:iJ, i.e.
finitely generated congruences are principal, and also
every principal congruence Cg~{XY} (the least congruence
identifying x with y) is of the form Cg
5il
{zO} for a
fixed element a E- B.
Following from this construction we define a representa-
tion Idl sA ;; Cgr (j to be nice if it has the above features
of the Gratzer-Schmidt construction: that is if
u .. =Cu) is a map of sJ onto Cgr 5iI satisfying,
1)
=(u) ~ =Cv) for u, v E A
2) (Vu)AUIX)B =(u) = Cg{xO) for fixed 0 E B
3)
It is immediate from 3 that nice representations satisfy,
3a) (1fx)B (1!u)A =(u) = Cg{xO)
3b) (1fxY)B(Hz)B Cg{xy) = Cg{zO)
3c) (vxY)B(Hz)B Cg{xO,yO) = Cg{zO}
Notice that 3a) together wi th 2) give an onto map x .. x of
B onto A hy the rUle,
7Cg{xO} = =ex).
Furthermore 3b) and 3c) show that operations + and v may




Suppose now that u + :(u) lS a nice representation of
<;J onto Cgr~. Let u = y for y £ B, then
x _ O(u) .=. x = 0 (CglyO})
.=. Cg{xO} ~ Cg{yO}
-
.:=. X ~ Y = u
and thus for the Congruence class of a modulo u, O=(u), we
have
4) 0= (u) = {x; X £ id{u))
where id{u} denotes the least ideal in sJ. containing u.
As the map x + x is onto,
5) 0= (u) = 0 =(v)




.:J. u = v
=exvy) = Cg{ (xvy)O)
= Cg{xO} v Cg{yO}
= =ex) v =ey)
= =ex v y) by 1
6)
Finally,
(xvy) - -= xvy
x - y(u) .=. Cg{xy} ~ =(u)
x + Y _ 0 (u)
and thus by 4).
7) x _ y(u) (x+y) < u.
9v
Formulas 4) and 5) shows that nice ,repreSentations are
of the kind usually associated with ring theory, i.e.,
id{u) + O=(u). 6) indicates the parallels between the
operator On B and the v on sJ, while 7) states that :(u)
is uniquely determined by the + and
1.2. Fission-free representation, Skolem semi-lattices.
Let u ~ :(u) be a nice representation of ~= <A,v,O>
as CgrO{j,!A= <B,F>. Define:
x _ y
. - . Cg{xO) = Cg{yO)
.=. =ex) = =(y)
. -. x = y
If is not the equality on B, we say that the representa-
tion Uses fission.
If no fission is used in the representations, we have
the fission-free condition,





The ~epres~~!ation given by the Gratzer-Schmidt
construction, being very general, will not usually be the
best representation of sJ. In particular, their construction
always involves infinite fission. That this can be improved
can be seen in,
The Boolean Case: Let ~ = <A, + J • ,0> be a Boolean ring, let
v be the join in ~. We call sJ= <A,v,O> a Boolean
semi-lattice, and it is well-knowri that Idls;;!= CgrOil =
Cgr<A,v,+>. Furthermore this representation is glven by
x = y (u) x + y < u
lS nice, and without fission.'
There are many features of the Boolean case that are
common to all nice, fission-free representations. Namely,
the operation on B is uniquely defined, and hence so
-are the + and v, moreover the map x + x is one to one
from B onto A and W~ may therefore assume A = B. x = x.
So, for the nice fission-free representation we have,
1. u 5 v 'O(u) ~ 'O(v), hence congruences on ~ !
preserve the v on $I, ie., .Cgr<A, F> = Cgr<A, v, F>.
2. Cg{xO} = ;(x).




4. Cg{xO. yD.} = Cg{ (XVy) O}. hence v is uniquely
Cg{xO. yO} = Cg{xO} U Cg{yO}
==Cx)U=(y) by 2
= =(xvy) by I
= Cg{(xvy)'} and v =v by 2
5. X" O(u) .=. x S u. 1e .• O=C u ) = id{u}
6. O=(u) = O=(v) .~. u = v
determined by +
7. x = y(u) .- . x + y S u, hence
=(u) is completely
Using these properties, We may prove the fOllowing laws for
the + and v J
i) x S x + 0 this follows' by 7,5
ii) x + Y s (x + z) v (y + z) as Cg{xy} C Cg{xz,yz}
iii) (xvy) + y S x
as Cg{(xvy)y} k Cg{xO}.
That is if there
Definition 1.1: 54= <A,v,O> is a Skolem semi-lattice if sJ
is a binary operation + on s4 such that x + y = smallest u.
admits a symmetric pseudo-complement +
Xvu = yvu.
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Lemma 1.1: Let ~= <A,v,O> be a semi-lattice, and let •
be~an operation on >I satisfying i), ii), iii) above, then







2. x + y S (x + x) v (y + x) = (y + x) by 1.
The result follows by symmetry.
3. x + 0 = (x v 0) + 0 < x by iii), and x + 0 = x by i).
Q. E. D••
4. x + 0 S (x + y) v (y + 0) by ii) and x S (x + y) v Y
by 3). Hence x v (x + y) S Y v (x + y) and x v (x + y) =
y v (x + y) by symmetry. ConVersely suppose x v u = y v u,
then let z == (x vu) = (y vu) in ii) to get,
x + y S (x + (x v u)) v (y + (y v u)) = ((x v u) + x) v ((y v u) + y)
by 2, and Using iii) we get x + y s u.
By Lemma 1.1, a semi-lattice sJ has a nice, fission-
free repreSentation as CgrO!l only if it is Skolem. In
fact every Skolem semi-lattice has such a representation as
we see in the fOllowing,
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Lemma 1.2: Every Skolem semi-lattice ¢ admits a nice
representation without fission. This representation is
gi Ven by X" Y (u) .". x + Y $ u and
do.
!j = <AJv,+> will
Proof: Consider a Skolem semi-lattice s4 with symmetric
pseudo-complement +, let !J= <A,v,+>. Then
x-Y.:>.x+x_x+y
and
x + y - 0 o::J 0 x v (x + y) _ x & y v (x + y) _ Y
.::J 0 xvy _ x & xvy _ y
.::Jox_y.
Thus congruences on ~ are completely determined by the
congruence classes of o. And as x _ 0 & y == a .,:). x vy _ 0,
and X" 0 & y 5 x .::J 0 Y = (y v 0) _ (y v x) = x " O. the
congruence classes of a form ideals. The required map
u ~ "(u) from sJ to Cgr091 is then given by
x _ y (u)
.-.
.=. x + Y £ id(u).
Q.E.D.
Lemmas 1.2 and 1.2 are combined in the following
theorems.
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Theorem 1.1: Skolern semi-lattices fA and only such admit
nice representations without fission as Cgr~. The
representation is given by
x _ y (u) x + y 'S u
.=. xvu = yvu
and ~= <A,v,+> will do.
Theorem 1.2: All Skolem semi-lattices <A,+,v,O> form an
equational class (variety). An equational axiom system is
given by the equations which make <AJ~O> a semi-lattice
with zero, together with the axioms.
i) x .< X + 0
ii) x + Y $ (x + z) v (y + z)
ii i) (x v y) + Y $ x
2.1. Relative Pseudo-complementation.
Skolem Rings may be defined alternatively as semi-
lattices with a binary operation /) the relative pseudo-
complement, which satisfies the rule
15
Then as






u ~ x/y & u ~ y/ x
u ~ (x/y) v (y/x).
The symmetric pseudo-complement
+ may be defined by
a)
x + Y = (X; y) v (y/ x) .
Similarly for a Skolem_Ring sJ=-<A,+,v,o>,
y v u ~ x YVU=xvyvu
. =. u ~ (x v y) + y
and thus the relative pseudo-complement / is defined as
b)
x/y = (x v y) + y.
16
The following lemma gives a list of useful equations
for Skolem Rings involving the /.
Lemma 2.1: Let sJ be a Skolem Ring, let / be defined as
in b). Then,
1. x -s: y vu









x $ Y .=. x/y = 0
x/y $ X
x~y .::l. x/z>y/z & z/X$z/y
X/(X/y) $ y
(x vy)/z = (x/z) v (y/z)
(x/y)/z = x/(yvz) = (x/z)/y.
Proof: 1) has already been shown, and 2) through 6) are
obvious from 1). 7) is obtained b~ I} as fOllows, .
u ? (xvy)/z
.::; . zvu ~ X vy
.::; . zvu ~ x & zvu ? Y
.::; . u > x/z & u ? y/z
.:::: . U ? (x/ z) v (y/z)
17
8) follows similarly Using the fact that
YVZvu ~ x. z v u ~ x/y .- .
Q.E.D.
2.2. Distributive Semi-lattices.
Finite distributive lattices form the simplest examples
of Skolem lattices and semi-lattices. More generally
complete lattices in which finite jOins distribute over
complete meets, i. e. J in which a v /\1 fb.} = .I\r {a vb. }, are
1£ 1 IE 1
Skol
em
and in this case alb =/\{c; b Vc ? a). ConVersely
it. is not hard to show that every Skolem lattice is
distributive, and that a complete lattice is Skolem only if
itis v-I\ distributive in the above sense.
Definition 2.1 below extends to the notion of
distributivity to semi-lattices. As We will show in Lemma 2.4,
every Skolem semi-lattice is distrubitive in this sense.
Definition 2.1: A semi-lattice >I is distributive if for
any x, y, ZEA, Whenever Z $: xvy, there are u, v E A,
U $ x, v :: YJ and z = u v v.
•
Lemma 2.3 below gives eVidence that definition 1
-correctly extends the notion of a distributive lattice.
<A,v,O> is distributive.
Lemma 2.3: The semi -lattice sJ is distributive if and only
if IdlsJ is a distributive lattice. <A,V,A,O> is a
dist~ibutive lattice if and only if the semi-lattice
18
Proof: Suppose ,J is a distributive semi-.lattice, let- -I,J,K £ ldl sJ , and let a £ (1 v K) 1\ (I v J) • Then there are11 ,1-2 £ 1, k £ K, j £ J and a $ 11 v k, i Z v j. As ;;J isdistributive, there are i' $ i, k' $ k, and a = i I V k I.
Thus k I E: K and as k I S a S j, k I E J, and k I e: (31\ K) .
Then a £ 1 v (J 1\ K) and (1 v J) 1\ (I v K) $ 1 v (J 1\ K) . The
reverse inequality is obvious.
ConVersely if Jdl sA is distributive, and a OS" b v c
then idea) = id{a) 1\ (id{b) v idle)) = (id{a) 1\ id{b)) v
(id{a} 1\ id{c}), and there are h' $" a,b, c' S a,c and
a S b I V C I. As b I J CiS a we have a = b I V C I •
The second statement follows I from the first, and the
well-known fact that <A,V,A,O> is a distributive lattice
if and only if Idl<A,v,A,O> = Idl<A,v,o> is distributive.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.4: Let ~= <A,+,v,O> be a Skolem semi-lattice
then the semi-lattice <A,v,O> is distributive.
Proof: By Lemma 2.1,
•
z $ xvy .::>. z/x $ Y & z $ xv(z/x)
.::>. z/(z/x) $ x & z $ (z/(z/x)) v (z/x)
Q.E.D.
S Ix z/(z/x)
< z we have z = u vV for u = z/(z/x) $ xa z , _ ,
and v = (z/x) $ y.
19
CorOllary: If sA, is a Skolem Ring, then Idlc;4 is
distributive.
2.3. Homomorphisms, Subalgebras, + _ Process.
Theorem 1.1 gives a strong grip on the congruence
relations and hence the homomorphisms of Skolem semi-lattices.
If sJ and ~ are Skolem semi-lattices and $:sJ +!J is a
homomorphism of sJ onto ~ , then U = (a £ A; Ha) = OJ is
an ideal on sJ and
a) Hx) = Hy)
. -. Hx) + HY) = 0 . - .. Hx + y) = 0
x + y e: U.
ConVersely every ideal U on sJ determines a homomorphism
$ of sJ by the rule Hx) = Hy) .- . x + y e: U. Let sJ/Udenote the homomorphic image of sJ determined by U £ Idlsl.then every homomorphic image of sJ is of the form shu for
Some ideal U.
Lemma 2.5: Let sJ be a Skolem semi-lattice, then
CgrsJ" IdlsJ. with the isomorphism given by a).
For Skolem semi-lattice sJ and fixed U E A
J
the set
{a/u: a £ AJ forms a subalgebra of sJ. as by Lemma 2.1
(a/u) v (b/u) = (avb)/u and (a/u) / (b/u)
= a/(uv(b/u)) =
a/ (b v u) = (a/b)/u. We denote this subalgebra of oJ by
slu ·Then sJu - A/id(u) . To see this. note that x/(x/u) s u and=
20
(x/ul Ix = 0 < u ,nd thus x + (x/ul s u. The m,p x + x/uis then a homomorphism of sJu induced by id{u) 'nd
sJu ;; sJ/id{u). We have shown
Lemma 2.6: Every homomorphic image of , Sko1em rIng sJ
induced by a principal ideal id{u}, is isomorphic to the
subalgebra sAu of sA. If every ideal in s4 is principal,
In particular if sA is finite, every homomorphic image of J1
is isomorphic to a sUbalgebra of 91.
In addiLion to the formation of subalgebras, homomorphic
images, and direct products, there is another important
method of constructing Skolem semi-lattices which is often
useful. Let s4 and !J be Skolem semi-lattices.
sA= <A'+A'vA,OA>, !J= <B'+B,vB,OB> J and aSSume AnB = ep.
Let AI = A - fOAl and define a new Skolem semi-lattice sJ+~
on A'U B as follows:
'I vA '2 if 8 1 ,3 2 E A'
8 1 v 8 2 = 8 2 v 3 1 = 'I vB '2 if 8 1 ,3 2 E B
'I if
'I E: A I , "2 E B
°B if 'I = "2
'I +A '2 if 8 1 ,a Z E A I, 'I r '2
'I + '2 = '2 + , =1
'I +B '2 if al,aZ < B
'I if 'I < A' '2 E B•
21
_}t _i~ _ea_sy to verify that sJ+~ = <A'UB'+Jv,OB> is a
Skolem semi-lattice. In the fol1woing example sA is a four












When ~ is the two element SkoleM semi-lattice we will
usually wri to sJ+ in place of :;I+fJ .
22
We will wri te sJ_C__S~ if _ sA _is isomorphic to a
subalgebra of ~. The fOllowing Lemma is easily shown.
Lemma 2.7: Let 51,~ be Skolem semi-lattices, then 51~
is a Skolem semi-lattice. The fOllowing statements are true,
i) <;4 c;, s <;4.~
ii) <;4r;; s 'if ,~r;;s~ .:). sr~ •r;;s~~
iii) ~£ Idl sJ~
i v)
,4; cJ· ~/~
Definition 2.2: An ideal U of a Skolem semi-lattice sJ
is called relatively maximal if there is an a £ A, a ~ U,
and for all V £ ldl <;4 , U c;, V and U i V imply a £ V.
The Relatively maximal ideals of J are thus the
completely n-irreducible memebers of Idl rJ, and by
Lemma 2.5, correspond to the n-irreducible members of Cgr <;4.
It fOllows that
Lemma 2.8: silU is a subdirectly irreducible factor of ,4
precisely when U is relatively maximal. 51~. sJlid{O} is
sub directly irreducible just in case there is a smallest non-
zero element in 51, Le., when sJo~+ for ~C ssJ.
23
3.1. TOPological Skolem Semi-lattices
Topological lattices, those which have a I\-base of
strongly-v-irreducible elements~ are easily seen to be v-I\
distributive. They provide the most important examples of
Skolem lattices and semi-lattices. In particular for Cld S,
the Skolem semi-lattice of closed sets of a topological space
S, the + operation may be defined as the closure of the
symmetric set difference, i.e., A + B = n{C:(A-B) C C &
(B-A) C C). It is natural to look to these toPological
structures, Cld S, for counter examples to possible Skolem
equations. As we will see in Theorem 3.1, it is sufficient
in such questions to confine our attention to those structures.
In fact every Skolem semi-lattice may be embedded as a sub-
algebra of Cld S, for a suitable space S. To see this, let
91= <A,+,v,O> be a Skolem semi-lattice and let gI be an
arbitrary dense set of proper ideals on rJ (i. e., ~ ~ Idl >J
and for a,b E A, a_of b,_ -there is IE!?), bEL and a ~ I).
For a £ A, define Pa = II £ gI; a ¢ Il. Then
paU Pb • (I £ gI; a f I or b f I)




The set {p . a £ A} then forms a n-base for a topology Sa'
on qJ. As qJ is dense, a ~ b . ::l 0 Pa ~ Pb· The map a ~ Pais then an embedding of A into Cld(S) >hich preserves the v.

















- Pb C P •=. (VI)qJ(a ~ I & b £ I . ::l . c ~ I)c
.::; . (VI)qJ(b £ I & c £ I . ::l . a £ I)
•=. (VI)qJ(b v c £ I . ::l 0 a £ 1)
· =. a $ b v c, as qJ is dense.
Similarly Pb - Pa (;; Pc ·-0 b S avc. And
.=. ave = bve
a + b S' c
we have Pa + Pb = Pa+b , This proves
Theorem 3.1: Every Skolem semi-lattice may be embedded as
a 5ubalgebra of Cld(S), for some topological space S.
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Corollary: Every Skolem semi-lattice has an embedding into
a Skolem lattice which preserves the + and v .
3.2. Regular elements
A regular closed set in topology is defined as a set
which is the closure of its interior. In order to understand
the appropriate analogue for Skolem semi-lattices, we will
first study the regular closed sets of the topology S of
Theorem 3.1.
Define Pa = II E 9; a E n, the set IPa:a E Al is
then a U-base for the open sets of S. For T (. 5, let TO





for a E A, P~ = UIPb ; Pb ~ Pal and
Pb ~ Pa o ;;: • IVI)9(b E I •::l. a ~ I)
.-. (VI)9(b v a ~ I)
. - . (Ve) A e ~ b va
where the last equivalence follows since !!) is dense. Thus
Pb ~ Pa' and there are non-trivial regular closed sets,





b va = I
I/a < b
Pb C Plla
P = pO1/a a
26
Pl/a C Pb .- . P ~ Pba
and this last statement is equivalent to,
b v (l/a) = 1 .::::. a S b
.-. a S 11 (11 a)
•
As l/(l/a) S a by Le~a 2.1, we have P
a
is regular closed
just in case a = 11 (lIa). If for some element b E sJ,
a = 11 b, then it' is easy to show that 1/(11 a) = 11 (11 (11 b)) =
lib = a. This leads to the fOllowing definition.
Definition 3.1: In a Skolem semi-lattice ~ with identity 1
an element a e: r:J is regular if there is b E rJ, and
a = lib.
Lemma 3.1. In a Skolem semi-lattice with identity, the
regular elements form a subalgebra and a Boolean ring.
and the well known •
:
This follows from theorem 3.1;Proof:
fact that the regular closed sets form a subalgebra of Cld(S)
and a Boolean ring.
We will see now that definition 3.1 may be modified to
extend the concept of a regular element to Skolem semi-
lattices without a 1. The new definItion should satisfy
27
two conditions: 1) i-t should agree with definition 3.1 on
Skolem semi-lattices with identity, and 2) the regular
elements of an arbitrary Skolem semi-lattice should form a
sub algebra and a Boolean ring. With this in mind we make the
following definition.
Definition 3.2: An element a of a Skolem semi-lattice ~
is regular if there is an ideal I
a
£ Idly4 and id{a}
is the least ideal such that A = I
a
v id{a}.
It is easy to verify that Definition 3.1 and 3.2 agree
for Skolem semi-lattices with identity. Before we show that
definition 3.2 meets condition 2), we will give an equivalent
formulation of regularity.
Lemma 3.2: a is a regular element of a Skolern semi-lattice
y4 if and only if a = a/Cb/a) for all b £ A.
Proof: Let a be a regular element of a Skolem semi-lattice
y4. Then
b £ A = I a v id {a}
·:J·cai)I b<iva
a
and thus b/a £ I a for all b £ A. Then b/a £ I a
and
as Cb/a) vCa/Cb/a)) .:J. A = I a vid{a} = Iavid{a/Cb/a)}.
As a is regular, a $ a/Cb/a), and a ~ a/Cb/a) by
Lemma 2.1, thus for all b £ A, a = a/Ch/a).
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Conversely suppose a = a/Cb/a) for all b < A, and
let 1 = id{ Cb/a); b < A). It is clear that A = I v id{a).
Now suppose· A = I v J for some J E: Idl sA J then
a E IVJ .=>. a < lve for
a S Ce/ a) ve for e/ a < I.
id{a) C J.
i E I, C E J, and thus
Then a = a/Ce/a) S e, and
Q.E.D.
This new formulation is useful in proving the following
Lemma.
Lemma 3.3: The regular elements of a Skolem semi-latticesJ
form a subalgebra of si.
Proof: Let 3, c be regular in ri. By Lemmas 3.2 and 2.1
it is sufficient to show for b < A, Ca v e)/ Cb/ Ca v c)) ? a v e
and Ca/e)/Cb/Ca/e))? a/c.
Using Lemma 2.1,
Cave)/Cb/Cave)) = a/Cb/Cave)) ve/Cb/Cave))
? a/Cb/a) ve/Cb/e)
= a vc as a,e are regular.
Again by Lemma 2.1,
Ca/e)/Cb/Ca/e)) = Ca/Cb/Ca/e))/e
? Ca/Cb/a))/e
= ale by regUlarity of a.
Q.E.D.
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Let Reg :;4 denote the subalgebra of
regular elements of:;4. Let a, b, c £ Reg :;4 , and suppose C $ a, b. Thenc $ b .::>• ale ~ alb and (a/c) v (a/b) ~ (a/b)v(a/ (a/b))
=
a > c, thus (a/(a/b)) ~ c/(a/c) = c as c 1S regular. As
(a/(a/b)) $ a,b by Lemma 2.1, it follows that alta/b) is
the meet a·b of a, b in RegsJ, and Reg sJ is a lattice.
Moreover for a, b £ Reg sJ, a· (b/a) = a/Caleb/a)) = a/a = 0,
and aV(b/a) = avb. Thus (b/a) is a complement for a
in the interval (a v b, 0). It follows that Reg:;4 is
generalized Boolean algebra, and thus a Boolean ring.
Combined with Lemma 3.3 J ·this proves
Theorem 3.2: The regular elements of a Skolem semi-lattices'
form a 5ubalgebra of sJ and a Boolean ring.
Corollary: A Boolean ring may be defined as a Skolern semi-
lattice which satisfies the additional axiom x/(y/x) = x.
It is easy to check that Regrs4~) ~ Reg (\4) , Reg~) <;;; s
91<;;; s sJ+91. In general Reg (\4) need not be the largest
boolean subalgebra of sJ.
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4.1 Sko1em Rings
We have seen in Section 1 how the classical representation
of Boolean semi-lattices <A,+,~O> naturally extends to
Skolem semi-lattices. The Boolean structure is usually
presented and is more familiar in the ring form <A,+J',O>
where
(a) x·y = (xvy) + (x + Y),
the two structures being equivalent up to equational trans-
formation. We will therefore try to introduce a corresponding
. operation also for the more general Skolem'semi-latticej
of course the two operations should coincide in the Boolean
case.· It turns out that (a) is not the appropriate
definition, we define
x • y = ((x v y) +x) +y = Y I (yIx)
(b)
x . y = (x'Y) v (Y'x) .
Definition 4.1: Let sJ= <A,+,v,O> be a Skolem semi-
lattice and let be defined by (b). Then the structure
<A,+,',O> is called a Skolem ring.
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A Skolem ring is not generally a ring in the usual
algebraic sense. The term is used here to indicate the
parallels with Boolean rings.
Lemma 4.1: The fOllowing hold 1n any Skolem ring;
l. x·y = y·x S x
2. x $ Y . :J. x·y = x
3. x/y 5 (x/y) / (y Ix)
4. (x/y) . (y Ix) = 0
5 . (x+y) v (x .y) = x vy
6 . x·(yvz) 5 x·y vx.z
Proof:
1. Using Lemma 2.1 x/(x/y) 5 x and y/(y/x) 5 x,
thus x·y = (x/(x/y)) v (y/(y/x)) 5 x, x.y = y.x follows by
symmetry.
2. x $ Y .:J. x/y = 0 Lemma 2.1
.:J. x/ (x/y) = x
.:J. x $ (x/ (x/y)) v (y / (y IX)) = x. Y
.:J. x = x·y by 1).
3. It suffices to show x s y v ((x/y)/ (y/x)). By
Lemma 2.1, y/x $ y and thus (x/yl/y 5 (x/y)/(y/x). Then
x s y v (x/y) = y v ((x /y)/y) s yv( (x/y)/ (yIx)) .
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4. By 3) _and Lemma 2.1. (X/Y)/((x/Y)/(y/x)) = 0 and
(y/x)/ ((y/x)/ (x/y)) = O. thus
(x/y). (y/x) ,= (x/y)/ ((x/y)/ (y/x)) v (y/x)/ ((y/x)/ (x/y))
= o.
5. As x+y = (y/x) v (x/y) we have
(x+Y) v (x.y) = ((y/x) v (x/Y))V((x/(x/y)) v (Y/(y/x))
= ((y/x) v (y/ (y/x))) v ((x/y) v (x/ (x/y))
= y v x.
6. By Lemma 2.1. x/ (x/ (Yvz)) 5 x/ (x/y) and
(y v z)/ (yv z)/x) = y/ ((y v z)/x) v z/ ((y v z)/x)
5 y/ (y/x) v z/ (z/x)
thus,
X'(yvz) = x/(x/(yvz)) v (Yvz)/((Yvz)/x)
5 y/ (y/x) v z/ (z/x) v x/ (x/y)
5 (y/ (y/x) v x/ (x/y)) v (z/ (z/x) v x/ (x/ z))
= (x·y) v (x'z)
Lemma 4.2: l.t't :;4= <A,+,v,D>
let be defined by (h). Then
Skolem ring </1.,+" ,0> by
Q.E.D.
be a Skolcm semi-lattice and
v can be defined in the
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(e) xvy = (xty) + (x.y).
The notions of a Skolem semi-lattice and a Skolem ring are
equivalent.
Proof: The second statement follows directly from (e). To
prove (e) let u = (x+y) + (x.y); as x+Y, x.y $ xvy it
is clear that u '5 x vy. It suffices to show x,y '5 u. By
Lemma 2.1 and 4.1
(x+y) v U = (x.y) v u = (x+y) v (x.y) = x v y
v1 =U V U'1 '
Let
= Zz v llZ for
distributivity
for
x = zl v ul
Again by
for z $ x+Y, x·y and vI ~ u. Similarly
w ~ x+Y, x·y and v 2 < u. As w $ x·y $ x,
and similarly y = (zvw)vv2 · Then,
z = z vu'1
and thus x:s (x+y) vu, (x.y) vu. Using the distributivity
of r;J, we may write
implies
then x = ZVV1
Y = wvvZ for
x = (z v w) v vI
(x+y) 'S vI v Vz and thus (z v w) S (x+y) S vI v V z '5 u. As
z,w,V1VZ $ u, we have x,y ~ u.
Q.E.D.
As Skolem se!JIi-latt~c_e_s and Skolem_rings are--equ-i-valent
up to equational translation, we will use the two terms
interchangeably.
4.2. Correct Skolem Rings
The . operation in a Boolean ring ~ is the meet
operation of the lattice, that is x·y = X 1\ Y = the greatest
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.
This contrasts with the
lower bound of x,y in 91.
general Skolem case where the meet x 1\ Y may not exist J or
if it exists may not be equationally. definable. As we have
seen the . operation for Sko1em rings was derived by modifying
the Boolean definition, and as formulas (1) and (2) of
Lemma 4.1 show, it retains some of the characteristics of a
meet. The question arises: for which Skolem rings is the
. operation a meet? More generally: for which Skolem rIngs
is a meet equationally definable?
Whalen and Nemitz [13] have shown that the. operation
is the meet precisely when it satisfies the associative law
x·(y.z) = (x·y)·z. This result is included in Theorem 4.1
below. It is easily seen that these "associative" structures
are the only ones in which the meet is equationally definable.
Linear ordered sets with smallest element 0 are the
simplest examples of Skolem rings in which x.y = x Ay. We
call these structures chains and use en' nEw to denote
the n-element chain.
Defini tion 4.2: Let U E Idl rJ , for Skolem ring sI. U issaid to be prime if x·y E L1 implies x E U or y E U. ,an~d ~ ~. ~ said be a-divisors if # 0 and o.
---x· Y are to
x,y x·y =
Lemma 4.3: Let P be an ideal in the Skolem ring ri. Then
P 1S prime sI/p is a chain.
~:A ,. ri/P. As (x/y)· (y/x) = 0 E P by 4. of
Proof: Suppose P is prime, let x.y £ A, and ~ be the
homomorphism
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Lemma 4 ,4 J either x/y £ P or y/x £ Po Suppose x/y £ P
then o = Hx/y) = Hx)/Hy) and
thus Hx) SHy) , and s/-/P is a chain.
Conversely suppose s/-/P is a chain, x,y E:: A, x·y £ P.
As ¢/P is a chain we may assume ~(x) > ~(y). Then by
Lemma 401, ~(y) = ~(x)o~(y) = ~(xoy) = 0, and thus y £ P.
Q.E.D.
CorOllary: Let sJ be a Skolem ring. Then,
r;J, has no O-divisors .=. s4 is a chain.
If thea. operation is a meet in some Skolern ring sJ,
then by Lemmas 2.3 and·2.4 <A,v,'JO> is a distributive
lattice and thus
every relatively
maximal ideal is prime. The proof goes as follows: Let P
be relat·ively maximal in sA, say a ¢ P and for all b £ P,
a£Pvid{b}. Let b,ctp, then a£Pvid{b},Pvid{c}
and thus a = P1vb ' = PZvc'
by distributivity. Then as
and 2.4,
for PI ,PZ £ P J b I S b J C I '$ C
is the 1\, by Lemmas 2.3,
= (PloPZ v Ploc' v PZob') v b' oc'
thus a £: P v id{b l 'c'} and,
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(00)
b I < b, c I < C • =>. b I '"c' < b. c
then a £ p Vid(b.c}, b·c f p and p is prime.
in the
lS meet" is equational (e.g. replace /\ with
Then x·y = X" Y in sJ implies that every relatively
maximal ideal is Prime, which implies by Lemma 4.2, that
every subdirectly irreducible factor of ~ is a chain, and
sJ is a subdirect product of chains. ConVersely as x.y
is the meet of x,y in every chain, and as the statement
usual lattice equations) We have the following:
..
Lemma 4.4: For a Skolem ring r), the fOllowing statements
are equivalent:
i) the operation is the meet in sA
ii) sJ is a subdirect product of chains.
,
•
operation on 9¢ in order for the relatively
Remark 1: A closer look at the proof just given for
Lemma 4.4 shows that only two properties need be assumed
for the
maximal ideals of sJ to be prime. Namely at (*) it is
enough to assume the distributive law
(1) x'(yvz) = x'Yvx,z, and at (00) it is sufficient that
(2) x S y .~. x·z S y.z.
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In fact it is .easily ·seen that (1) is equivalent with
(2), and both are equivalent to the associative law (3)
x·(y·z) = (x·y)·z. This is summarized in the follOWing
theorem.
Theorem 4.1: The fOllOWing are equivalent statements for a
Skolem ring sJ = <A,+,· ,0>.
a) x·Cy·z) = Cx.y).z
b) x ~ y .::l. x· z S y. z
e) x· Cy vz) = x.yvx.z
d) every relatively maximal ideal of s4 is prime.
e) ~ is a subdirect product. of chains.
f) is a meet operation on ~.
Proof: Cb) - Ce) is trivial, Cd) ... Ce)- Cf) by Lemmas 4.3
and 4.4. Cf) ~ Ca) is trivial. We will prove Ca) ~ Cb)
and Ce) ~ Cd) .
Ca) ~ (b) : Using 2 of Lemma 4.1, we have,
x ~ y .~. x·y = x
.::l. Cx·y)·z = x.z
.::l. Cx·Y)·Cz·z) = x.z
by (a) and 1 of Lemma 4.1 we may rewrite this last expressIon
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as (x'z)'(y'z) = x·z and conclude again by 2 of Lemma 4.1
that x·z $ y'z.
(c) + (d): Using the fact that c) + b) we may assume
X $ Y .~. x·z $ y.z
and x· (y vz) = (x'y) v (x'z)
and conclude by apPlying Remark I to the proof of Lemma 4.3.
Q.E.D.
Definition 4.3: We will call a Skolem ring satisfying any
of the eqUivalent statements of Theorem 4.1 a COrrect
Skolem ring.
Theorem 4.1 may be read as asserting that the Variety
of correct Skolem rings is identical with the Variety
generated by chains. As every n~element subset of a chain
Jf which includes the 0 of ~ forms a subalgebra isomorphic
to Cn , an equation fails in Jf only if it fails in some
finite sUbchain of :£. We may conclude,
Corollary 1: (Whalen, Nemitz [13]). The Variety of
Correct Skolern rings is the Variety generated by the
finite chains. ~
Moreover as Whalen and Nemitz point out, every 5ub-
directly irreducible Skolem ring sJ which is not a chain







An example of a non-correct Skolem Ring
To see this, let x,y E ~ such that x f y and y f x,
then for a = (x/y) , b = (y/x) and u the smallest non-
Note that in this case
zero element 1n .sJ. The set {(a v b),3,b,u,O}
seen to be a 5ubalgebra of sA
is easily
a·b = 0 and hence is not the meet. Further the four
elements a,b, (a vb),O form a subalgebra of sA which does
not include a 1\ b = li, and thus the meet is not equationally
definable in sJ. We have the following corollary to
Theorem 4.1 J
Corollary 2: The Variety generated by the finite chains is
the only Variety of Skolem rings for which a meet may be
equationally defined, and in this case x I\Y = x.y.
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5.1. The Subvariety Lattice of Skolem Rings.
Let A denote the class of all algebras of a g1ven
similarity type, and ~ the class of all identities or
equations of that type. For K ~ A, M ~ ~, define KT C ~,
M~ ~ A by: KT is the set of all identities which hold for
every algebra in K, M~ is the set of all algebras which
satisfy the identities in M. This describes a Galois
connection (see Birkhoff [2 ]), between two important closure
spaces, the one over universal algebras, the other over
equational theories.
In the first space, the map K + KT~ defines the
closure operator. Closed sets, those of the form KT~ for
K ~ A, are called Varieties. KT~ is called the variety
generated by K, denoted V(K). If K = IsJl for an algebra
sJ E A, we will write Vr,J) in place of VUsJJJ. By a well-
known result of Birkhoff[lj, VOQ= HSP(K) where H,S,P denote
_the closure respectively under the taking of homomorphisms.
sUbalgebras and direct products. If K1,K
Z
are varieties,
Kl C KZ then Kl is said to be a subvariety of K
Z
. The
subvarieties of a given variety K
J
ordered by inclusion,
thus form a complete lattice VL(K) called the suhvariety
lattice of K. Th(K), the complete lattice of equational
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theories extending K" is defined dually over '#. Th (K)
and VL(K) are dually isomorphic by the Galois connection.
The class of all Skolem Rings, (S.R.), forms a Variety
by theorem 1.2, in this section we will give a description
of YL(S.R) and dually Th(S.R.). We will use the fact that
vaTie,ties of the form VCs4) for s4 a subdirectly irreducible
Skolem ring form a V-base for YL(S.R).
Let 5(n denote the n-element chain and ~ the Skolern
Ring of Figure 4.1. The one element algebra ~l is a
homomorphic image of every· Skolem Ring and thus Ve:t'l] 15
the zero of the lattice YL(S.R): it corresponds to the
•
.largest theory in Th(S.R.), the inconsistent theory x = y.
As every non-trivial subdirectly irreducible Skolem ring has
:£2 as a 5ubalgebra, V&Z) is the smallest non-trivial 5ub-
~aTiety, and ~; is the maximally consistent or complete
theory in Th(S.R.). Let s4 be a subdirectly irreducible
Skolem ring, and let u be the smallest non-zero element in
sJ· If sJ is not 5fZ' then there is a"£ sJ., a > u and the
set {a, u, O} forms a subal gebra of" sA isomorphic to lf
3
.
As the Boolean identity of theorem 3.Z x = x/(y/x) holds
1n .'d'Z but fails in .'d'3' Y(.'d'3) properly contains YC'i:fZ)"
Similarly it may be shown that every variety which properly
contains Y(3) contains either Y('i:f4) or Y~. The base






It follows further that V&Z) is the variety of all Boolean
rings, and hence Stones' result: every Boolean ring is a
sUbdi~ect product of eeZ' Any identity such as x = x/(y!x)
which holds in 'G'Z but fails in 'G'3 together with the
Skolem ring identities of theorem 1.2, will serve as an
equational set of axioms for :t'~.
Skolem rings is the join of varieties
The Whalen-Nemitz reSult in section 4 shows that the
variety of correct
generated by finite Skolern rings. It is not difficult to
show that this is also the case for the variety of all
Skolem rings. This follows from a result due to McKinsey andTarski [9.10], uSIng theorem 3.1. To see this suppose
$(xl ,· .. ,xn) is an equation which fails in some Skoler. ringr)= <A,+,v,O>. We may assume by theorem 3.1 that A is a
distributive lattice. Say $ fails for xl = al •...• xn = an'
for 3 i € A. Let B' be the finite subset of A containing






in A. Let B be the finite distributive sublattice of A
generated by B' and let IJ= <B,+' ,v,O>
ring on B. For a,b E B, if a + b $ B
a +' b =!\{c E B, a vc = b v c) = a + b.
fails ,n IJ for x· = a i "I
be the Skolem
then
Theorem 5.1 below shows that In fact the varieties of
the form VrsJ,) for sA finite and subdirectly irreducible
form a V -base for VL(S.R.). This follows from the more
general fact that the finitely generated Skolem rings are
finite. This result is rather surprising In view of the
example given by McKinsey and TarOO [9,10] of an infinite
Skolem lattice generated by only two elements.
We will let ~n denote the free Skolem ring generated
by n elements. A simple argument shows that ~ is
finite. To see this, let x,y be the two generators of ~,
_1+
and let ~ be a subdirectly irreducible factor of Jr
Z
" Let
~ (x) • Hy) generate ;;4+
Hx) = u or Hy) = u.
according as Hy) > ~ (x)
,IE V('C3)'
~ be the onto projection $:~ + ~+J and let u be the
smallest non- zero element of !J.+. As <p is' onto yt+,
and as u ~ sJ ~ s;;4+, either
Say Hx) = u, then "'; 'f!3 or 'lJ2
or ~(y) $ ~(x). In either case
Lemma 5.1: 52 E V('f!3) • 52 is finite.
Proof: The first statement has already b~en proven, the
second statement follows from the first and following general
fact,
Lemma 5.2: Let sA,fj be algebras of the same type and
A • V~). If fj is finite and sA is finitely generated,
then sJ is finite.
Proof: Suppose ·sJ is generated by n-elements J then as
sA. HSP~) there is an :;I'. SP{Bl, and sA. H{A'}. We
may assume
show
sA' is generated by n-elements J it suffices to
sA' 1S finite. Suppose sJr is generated by
is a suba1gebra of II~. where
i£I 1
«Pi: sJr + ~i be the ith projectionLet
and
all i.
We may define an equivalence relation 9 on I
i
-
j (9) if and only if $i (ak) = $j (ak) f'or
As B is fini te, say IBI = m, there are at
as follows:







different equivalence classes i S
J
i £ I. Pick a
representative for each such equivalence class and let I' ~ I
be this set of representatives. Then clearly sA' is
isomorphic to a subalgebra of IT fj., and I' and B are
. It 11<
finite, sJ' and sA finite and IAI < nare m·m .
Q.E.D.
It follows that 1321
shows that ~ ~ ~3 x ~3 x
~ 3.3 2 = 27. Direct computation
~2 and has 18 elements. This
argument is extended for all ~n' n £ w in the following:~
,
Theorem 5.1:
'" • V('#+) r3 is finite for all nEW.~n+l n ' 7 n+l
Proof: The proof is by induction, the case n = 1 haVing
been covered in Lemma 2.1, where 5C3 ;fffi. Assume for all
k < n, Jk+l' VC~r ) and 5'"k+l is finite. Let <)' be a
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15 then finite by Lemma 5.2, and the
is generated by
is finite by induction hypothesis,
Then J+ C '"+ b 1 2 7 d~ _ s§n Y emma . , an
Q.E.D.
S n elements
5ubdirectly irreducible factor of ~+l and
the onto projection. As ep is onto, sJ+
J J+S n+l elements, thus ~~s ~ is generated by
and sA. H(9,,). As ~n
r;J r;;, s g" by lemma 2.6.
+
9n + l • VWn )· ~+l
induction hypothesis.
Corollary 1: Every finitely generated Skolem ring is finite.
Corollary 2: Varieties of the form VrsJ) for sJ finite and
subdirectly irreducible form a V-base for VL(SR).
Proof of Corollary 2: If an equation ep fails in a variety
K of Skolern Rings, it fails in some fin~tely generated and
hence finite member of K.
Q.E.D.
As Lemma 5.3, below shows, varieties of the form VrsJJ,
for sJ finite, are strongly-directed-V-irreducible In VL(S.R.).
Lemma 5.3: Let K be a set of Skolem rings. Let
r;J. V(K). If sJ. is finite. then there is a finite subset
K' r;;, K and sA. V(K').
•
Proof: As r;J. HSP(K), there are K. • K, 9Jr;;, 5 IT K.,1 ie:I 1
and ~: 9J ~:J a homomorphism of 9J onto sJ. Since r;4 is
finite we may assume 9J is finitely generated and thus by
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theorem 5.1, fJ is finite. Let B = {bl····,bn} and
for each 1 < j S n pick k .. e r such that1J
uk .. (b i } of uk (b.) where uk denotes the k-th proj ection.. J1J 1J
!J .. Kk · Let r ' = {k .. : i < j < n} ~ I and let' fJr , be1J
the projection
ul ' of !J onto IT K.. Then ur ' is
. I' 11e
an isomorphism of SB onto SBr , and de HSP{Ki:i e r ' } .
Q.E.D.
Closure Spaces Sf which are both discrete and topological
are called singulary. They have the property that for
B ~ 51', cl B = V cl{b} = U cl{b};
beE beB that is, the closure
of a set is the union of the closure of its point subsets.
It follows that singulary complete lattices (the lattices
of closed sets of a singulary space) are completely
distributive. We will show by Lemma 5.3, and a result due
to B. Jonsson [8], that VL(S.R.) is also topological and
hence singulary ..
Lemma: (Jonsson [8]). Let K be a class of algebras of
the same type such that
~ is subdirectly




HSP (K)u . where
Cgr (fJ) is distributive for each~
j
irreducible and ~ e V(K),
taking of ,ultraproducts.
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Corollary: Let r;J, K be as above, if K1,KZ ~ K, and
s4 £ V(Kl UK2), then s4£ V(Kl ) or s4£ V(K2).
As we have noted, for any variety K, varieties of the
form V(si-) for sA subdirectly irreducible form a V-base
for VL(K). If in addition K has the propert~ that for
every algebra s4 £ K, Cgr(s;4) is distributive, then s4
subdirectly irreducible 1Irplies VCsJ) is strongly- v-
irreducible, and VL(K) is topological. For in this case
by the corollary to Jonsson's Lemma, if sAt ~1) v .. , v l£jn)
for ~1"'" ~n E K, then there is 1 s nand sJe: v(~i)'
Lemma 5.4. VL(SR) is topological.
Proof: By Jonsson's Lemma, we have only to show that CgT~
lS distributive for every Skolem ring 91, and this follows
as Cgr sJ; IdlsJ (theorem 1.1, lemma 2.5) and Idl(s4) is
distributive (lemmas 2.3 and 2.4).
Combining Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 we get the following
Theorem 5.2: VL(S.R.) is singulary. Varieties of the for~
VCs4) for sA finite and s~ubdiTectly irreducible are both
strongly- v-irreducible and strongly-directed- \I-irreducible
and form a \I-base for VL(SR).
Corollary: VI.(S.R.) i. completely dlstrihutive.
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5.2. Non-finitely Based Theories of Skolem Rings.
Definition 5.1: An equational theory is finitely based if
it is axiomatized by a finite number of identities.
Theorem 1.2 shows that the theory of Skolem rings is
finitely based, and theorem 3.2 shows that :4'; is finitely
based. Similarly by picking identities $1,$2 (){~ such
that $1 fails in :64 and $2 fails in 0' we see by
figure 4.1 that $1,$2 together with the Sko1em ring
identities of theorem 1.2 form a finite base for :t'~. This
argument is easily generalized by means of theorems 4.2 &
4.4, to show that the theory of every finite Skolem ring is
finitely based.
Definition 5.2: Let K £ VL(S.R.), we will call IsI·:i £ I}1
where each sAi is a finite subdirectly irreducible Skolem
ring, a cover for K, if for each i, KVVCs4
i
) covers K 1n
VL(S.R.), and if whenever K' ~ K, for K' £ VL(S.R.) either
K' = K or there is an i £ I and sI· £ K'.1 The set
{sA·: i e:: I} lS a minimal cover for K if it is a cover for1
K, and for each proper subset
cover for K.
l'C1,·{sI·:i £ 1'}
1 is not a
Lemma 5.5: Every variety K of Skolem rings has a minimal
cover.
Proof: This follows directly from Theorem 5.1, Corollary 2.
For each K' E VL(S.R.) which properly contains K, there is
a finite subdirectly irreducible sI £ K'. sI f K. The
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minimal COver for K consists of all such 54 of minimal
cardinality.
Q.E.D.
It is easily seen that for every variety K of Skol
em
rings which has a finite cover, KT is finitely based. For
if. (¢i:i ~ n) is a cover for K, we may pick an identity~i < KT for each i $ n such that ~i i: (slfi) T, the Set(~i:i $ n) together with the Skolem ring identities of
theorem 1.2 will form a finite generating set for K
T
•
Lemma 5.6: Let 54 be any finite Skolem ring, then ~T is
finitely based.
Proof: We will show that. VLrsJ) has a finite cover. As .:;f
is finite, we may write VrsJ) = V({~.: i $ nJ) for some finite
. 1
Set of subdirectly irreducible Skolem rings sJ
i
. Let m be
the maXimum cardinality of the >/i' the result will follow
from theorem 5.1, by showing that each member ~ of a minimal
COver for VrsJ) is generated by $ m + 1 elements. Let ~
be a member of a minimal cover for VrsJ),. and let ~l be a
maximal proper sUbalgebra of ~. As ~ is finite, we have
I~ll < I~I and thus ~ i: HS (jill) = HSPu (jill)' By the Jonsson
Lemma this gives ~ i: V{sJ) v VC!ill) and thus V(~) = VCsJ) v VC!il:t).
Again by the Jonsson Lemma we have ~l < HSPu CsJ
i
) = HS cJ
i
)
for some i and hence '~ll ~ m. It fOllows that ~ has
S m + 1 generators.
Q.E.D.
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Remark: It is easily seen that every theory of Skolem Rings
generated by two identities $1:01
equivalent to the theory generated
= T1
by the single identity
is
4.
$: (01 + Tl ) v (aZ + T Z) = O. Thus we have a result analogous
to that of first-order sentences, namely every finitely
based theory is one-based, i.e., is the theory generated by
a single equation.
Definition 5.3: A set of identities {$i:i £ I} of the same
type is independent if each distinct subset generates a
distinct theory. That is if for i ~ IICI, we have
~. ¢ (~.:j £ I,}~T.
1 J
·Lemma 5.7: The following are equivalent statements:
1. There exists a non-finitely based theory of Skolern rings.
2. There exists an infinite set of finite Skolem rings
(Jli : i £ w) with the property that s:4i it; s s:4j for i t j.
3. There is an infinite independent set {~i:i £ w} of
Skolern ring identities.
NO
There are 2 distinct theories of Skolern rings.
Proof:
1 + Z: Let K £ VL(S.R.) and KT be non-finitely based.
,
Let ~i:i £ II be a minimal cover for K. As KT is non-
finitely based, II I - Y and any countable subset of the- ( 0'
s4i will do for Z•
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2 + 3: Let {~i:i E w} be a countable set of finite Skolem
rings with the property that i # j .~. !J. rt -I.. Then for
1 - 5 .Yt'J
i # j, sAi g s ~j which implies by Lemma 2.6, sJi t HS (;;4j)
and by Jonssons Lemma sAi ¢ V(>4j ). Let
Ki = V(~:j # i, j c wl). It follows from Lemma 5.4, that
sAi ¢ Ki · For each 1 c w we may pick $i c Kr, $i ¢ s4r.
The set {$i:i E w} picked in this manner is clearly
independent.
3 7 4, and 4 + 1 are clear. Q.E.D.
(3) b i is incomparable with bi + l
> b3 , b 2n+ l > d, and b i > b. 3 all,+
b l and b 2n are the only two elements
In order to answer the question of the existence of a
non-finitely based theory of Skolem rings, it seems easiest
to look for an infinite set {s4i : i e: w} of Skolem rings as
in 2 of Lemma 5.7. We will now exhibit such a set together
with an infinite Skolern ring >t: whose theory is easily
shown to be non-finitely based.
We will let ~iJ i e: w denote the Skolem rings associated
with the distributive lattices of figure 5.2. Each of the
structures ~n may be described as being generated by two
chains a > b > bZ > ••• > bZn > d and bl > b3 > ••• > b2n+ 1
> c
such that (1) a, b are incomparable with b l , (2) c is
incomparable bZn,d,
all i < 2n, (4) b
i S 2n 2, and (5)
of gin incomparable with four distinct elements. Where by
"x incomparable with yll we mean x t y and y ~ x.
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We will say that sJ. has rank n., This construction
. n
may be extended to form similar Skolern rings with ranks of
arbitrarily large cardinality. ~w will be used to denote
such a structure with an w + w~ sequence of b
i
"
The important feature of this construction is the inter-








b. > b. 3
, '+
embedding




= bj+I' By (5)
an embedding of
b i +l . Let
It follows that if
and
then Hb i +l )
Thus $ is
incomparable with
into sAm' n,rn e:: w.
,
Hb i ) = bj •
Hb 2n ) = bZm '
and only if n = m
have
Lemma 5.8: For each of the Skolern rings:A- i' 1 E:: OJ described
in Figure 4.2. we have i # j .:J. 91. rt. oJ••~ - 5 )lIJ'J
Lemma 5.9: Let sJ be any non-trivial ultraproduct of the
set 1.sJ> E 00) of Lemma 5 . B• Then sJT = (IY and the00
equational theory of sJ: is non-finitely based.
Proof: The features (1)-(5) of the s4i can be stated in
sentences of first order, it follows that any ultraproduct
,
oJ+i . '1of the ~ must be similarly constructed, with non-triv1a
ultraproducts having infinite (in fact uncountable) rank.
It is cleaT that any two such Skolem rings of infinite rank




























As no proper homomorphism of ~ will satisfy feature
·00
(SJ of the construction, by the Jonsson lemma fi,: ¢ V(J+J.
1 :>"'00
Now suppose sJ~ is finitely based, then by the remark
following Lemma 5.6 ~: = {$}~T for a single identity $.
As ~; ¢ V(sJ:J we have ~ f (fi,;J' for all 1. ~ then
fails in every ultraproduct of the fi,i' and thus ~ f (fi,:J T.
It follows that (fi,+J' is non-finitely based.
00 Q.E.D.
Remark: If we consider r.J
w
as a Skolem lattice J that is as
an algebra <AW,+,V,A,O>, any two elements (b i 1\ b i + 1 ) J
b i + 2 generate an infinite subalgebra. This is in contrast
to the situation for Skolem rings, Lemma ~'.
,
5.3. Positive Implication Algebras, Skolem Lattices
Let tf be a propos i tiona1 caleuIus of the in tui tion i stic
logic of Heyting and Brouwer (see Heyting [7 ]J. Let P be
the set of all formulas of 9. We may define a quasi-
ordering ... on P by A ... B . =. '9 A + B. Let & and v
be the conjunction and disjunction on 9, let (::) denote the
equivalence relation on P induced by ~, and 1 = [A + A] (=),
0 = [~ A & A] (=J . The structure <PIC'::) '+JvJ&Jl> forms a
Slcolem lattice in the dual form, that is J v and & are !
join and meet operations for the partial ordering S on
P/(=}, and (A & BJ s c .=. Ig. (A & BJ + C .=. '9' B + (A + CJ
.=. B ~ (A + C). Algebras of this form are also called
relatively pseudo-complemented lattice~ (Birkhofr r 2 ]).
Relatively pseudo-complemented ]uttjC(~S with 111!~ zer"o el(~II)cllt
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o are called Heyting algebras, pseudo-complemented algebras,
and 1n their dual form Brouwerian algebras, (Rasiowa 11-4J).
The equati9nal theory of implication, that is, the
equational theory of the structures <P/(=),+,l> has also
been studied; Diego [5], in particular, has proven a result
for these structures corresponding to our theorem 5.1.
Following Rasiowa we will call such algebras Positive
implication algebras.
In this section we will compare the variety (and dually
the theory) lattices of positive implication algebras (P.I.),
Sko1ern rings (S.R.) and Sko1ern lattices (S.L.).
Recall from Lemma 2.1 that
1) x/(yvz) =(x/y)/z
2) (xvy)/z = (x/z) v (y/z)
•
•
we use these two facts to prove a result for Skolem rings
analogous to- the disjunctive normal form in propositional
calculus.
Lemma 5.10:. Let ~ be any term 1n the Skolem ring operations
/ , v, O. Then there are terms
n




1n /, 0 such
Proof: By induction on the length of the expression <p. If
<p is of the form ~l" ~2 the result follows immediately from
the induction assumption. Otherwise <p is of the form
<P 1 /<P 2 and we may assume there are terms Wi' Wi such that
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~1 = ~1 v ... v ~n and ~2 = ~i v ... v ~~. Then
~ = ~1/$2 = (~1 v ...v~n)/$2 = (~1/~2) v .. : v (~n/~2) uSing r).
Each ~i/~2 = ("'(~i/~i)/~2)/"'/~~) and
Q.E.D.
Corollary 1: Let $ be any Skolem ring identity. Then
there are identities W1""'W
n
in I, 0 such that the
Skolem ring theory generated by $ is the Skolem ring theory
generated by {~l'''''~n}'
Proof: $ is equivalent to an identity of the form T = O.
By the Lemma, there are
n
T Z V w~, then T = 0
i=l
1/1i J ••• ,1P~ in / J 0
n
.~. (V ~!) = 0 .~.
i=l 1
such that
~! = 0 all1
1 < TI, then let Wi be the identity ~! = O.
1
Corollary 2: Every Skolem Tlng theory can be axiomatized
by identities lTI I, 0, together with the two identities
1) and 2) above.
Proof: The partial ordering on a Skolem ring 15 completely
determined by / ,0, that is, a S b .~. alb = O. It is ~
easily verified that 1) and 2) suffice to make v a join for
this partial ordering, while
(x/y)/z = 0 .~. (x/y) ~ z.
x ~ y v z . ~. x / (y v z) = 0
Q.E.D.
Ideals on a posi tive implicatio~ algebra J are dgefined
as subsets I ~ A such that a £ I. bla £ I .J. b £ I.
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Ideals on Skolem lattices are defined in the usual way. It
follows as in Lemma 2.5 that for p.r. structures or S.L.
structures J;jf, Cgrr,J) ; Idl\sJ) and Idlf;/.l is distributive.
It follows from theorem 5.1 and Janssons Lemma that
V.L. (P.I) (and th(P.I.)) is completely distributive.
is finite, a unique finite. subdirectly irreducible
Each finite subdirectly irreducible Skolem ring
r;I= <A,/,v,O> has associated with it a unique finite,
subdirectly irreducible P.I. algebra sJl == <A,I, 0> and
as sJ
Skolem lattice rAn == <A,I,v,A,O>, where. 1\ is the meet
operation on ~ By coroll.~ry 2 above, gtT is generated
by (sJ') T together with the identities 1) and Z). To each
variety K £ V.L.CP.I) there corresponds a variety
K
V
< V.L. (S.R.) given by the rule sJ < KV • =. sJ' < K where
sJ is finite and subdirectly irreducible.
v
$:K + K defines a homomorphism ofLemma 5.11: The map
V.L.(P.I.) onto V.L.(S.R.).
Proof: Let Kl'KZ < V.L.(P.I.). That HKlnKz) = HKI)nHK
z
)
IS clear, we must show HKI v KZ) = HKI ) v HKZ
)' Let "'-
be a finite subdirectly irreducible Skolem ring and suppos~
!J < HKI v KZ)' then the corresponding P.I. algebra




hence by the distributivity of V.L. (P.I.) and the Jonsson
Lemma sA' < KI or <J' < KZ and "'- < HKI ) or sJ < HKZ)'
Then HK1 v KZ) ';; HKI ) v HKZ)' The reverse inclusion is
obvious. That ~ is onto follows by Corollary Z above. Q.E.D.
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For K E V.L.(S.R.) let K' E V.L.(P.!.) and
K- E V.L.(S.L.) be defined as follows: K' is generated by
the algebras sJ I = <A,/, 0 > where sA is £ini te J subdi Teet Iy
irreducible, sJ e: K, and KA is similarly generated by the
algebras sJ- .
Lemma 5.12: The map $:K + K' defines an embedding of
V.Lo(S.R.) as a complete sub-lattice of VoL.(P.!.). The map
~:K + K- defines an embedding of V.L. (SoR.) as a complete
sub-lattice of V.L.(S.L.).
Proof: As V.L·CP.!.) is distributive, $ is an embedding
of V.L. (S.R.) as a sub-lattice by theorem Sol and Jonssons
Lemma. It is clear that $ preserves arbitrary meets, and
Lemma 5.3 is used to show $ preserves arbitrary joins. The
second statement is proved similarly. Q.E.D.
By theorem 5.2 for any independent set {$i:i £ I} of.
Skolern ring identities there are finite Skolem rings ~i
such that ep. £~} .::. j l' 1. Since each sJ. is finiteJ 1 1
there is a A-operation on ..1. and $. E: <A. ,/,V,A,O>L .=.~1 J 1
j r i. The identities are independent when considered as
identities in S.L.
Theorem 5.3: There is a countable set of independent Skolern
ring and Skolem lattice identities. There is a countable set
of independent identities for positive implication algebras.
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Proof: The first statement follows from lemmas 5.7 and
5.B and the above remarks. The second statement follows by
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